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Abstract

Access to the scene irradiance is a desirable feature in

many computer vision algorithms. Applications like BRDF

estimation, relighting or augmented reality need measure-

ments of the object’s photometric properties and the sim-

plest method to get them is using a camera. However, the

first step necessary to achieve this goal is the computation

of the function that relates scene irradiance to image inten-

sities. In this paper we propose to exploit the large vari-

ety of an object’s appearances in photo collections to re-

cover this non linear function for each of the cameras that

acquired the available images. This process, also known

as radiometric calibration, uses an unstructured set of im-

ages, to recover the camera’s geometric calibration and a

3D scene model, using available methods. From this input,

the camera response function is estimated for each image.

This highly ill-posed problem is made tractable by using

appropriate priors. The proposed approach is based on the

empirical prior on camera response functions introduced

by Grossberg and Nayar. Linear methods are proposed that

allow to compute approximate solutions, which are then re-

fined by non-linear least squares optimization.

1. Introduction

The work presented in this paper aims at recovering ra-
diometric camera calibration from multiple images acquired
in uncontrolled conditions. It is motivated by the goal of ex-
ploiting the richness of appearance variations captured by
images in large community image collections. During the
last years, the use of these large databases in computer vi-
sion has been a widely disseminated research subject and
important advances have been obtained. For example, ge-
ometric reconstruction using an unconstrained and unstruc-
tured set of images gathered from the Internet is in these
days a doable task. In a seminal work, Snavely et al. [23]
proposed to use structure from motion (SFM) techniques
to recover positions of cameras having acquired images of
some object of interest. This algorithm constitutes the back-

bone of the PhotoSynth system1 whose goal is to offer intu-
itive, pleasant and efficient means of browsing image col-
lections. In the meanwhile, other projects have centered
their efforts in solving the problem of robust 3D reconstruc-
tion for uncontrolled environments, using multiple views,
see e.g. [6]. Combining these results, i.e. robust SFM for
camera position estimation and a solid multiview recon-
struction, nowadays it is possible to generate dense 3D mod-
els of an object, e.g. a major monument, using images cap-
tured under completely casual and natural conditions. Hav-
ing this geometric model is a starting point to deduce pho-
tometric properties of the scene.

Images uploaded by users to large photo collections ex-
hibit a wide range of appearances. The objects that compose
the scene are captured under different illumination condi-
tions, for example, images taken at different times of the
day (or the year) with different weather conditions. This
opulence in appearance information is the factor we want to
exploit. Modeling the appearance of the objects can not be
achieved directly from the images. Images are the result of
an interplay of different factors, scene geometry, surface re-
flectance, illumination conditions and the way cameras ac-
quire and process images. By the latter, we refer in this pa-
per to the camera response function (CRF), although other
aspects also exist, such as depth of field or lens aberrations.
In order to access surface reflectance information, it seems
essential to know the CRF. However, this is usually not the
case for images in community image collections. Further,
the illumination conditions are in general unknown.

We can formulate our problem as follows: for some
given uncalibrated images that correspond to a particu-
lar scene and a 3D model of the scene (in our work, ob-
tained using Bundler [24] and PMVS [7]), we wish to de-
termine the CRF’s of all images, even if they are all dif-
ferent. This problem is in general highly ill-posed: even
if we perfectly knew the illumination conditions for ev-
ery image, one could, for every hypothetical set of CRF’s,
define a BRDF (bidirectional reflectance distribution func-
tion) per surface point that is consistent with its observa-

1http://photosynth.net/ Consultation date:15/02/2010
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Figure 1. From an unordered set of images collected from the In-
ternet and a 3D model from the scene, radiometric properties of
the surface and camera response functions are estimated.

tions in all images. Clearly, in order to solve the prob-
lem, priors are needed. They could concern the illumina-
tion, surface reflectance as well as the CRF’s. In this paper,
we use a realistic strong prior on CRF’s, together with pri-
ors on reflectance and illumination. Grossberg and Nayar
have radiometrically calibrated 201 different camera-lens-
combinations and performed a principal component analy-
sis over the obtained CRF’s [8]; this revealed that all these
functions can be very well modeled as linear combinations
of a few basis function (3 are often sufficient). We use this
as prior on the CRF’s to be estimated in our problem for-
mulation. However, without additional priors on reflectance
and illumination, the problem would still be intractable. In
this paper, we use simple priors for these: we assume Lam-
bertian surfaces (but with spatially varying albedo) and illu-
mination conditions modeled by the combination of a single
directional light source and ambient lighting.

2. Related Work

In recent years, the computer vision community has fo-
cused its attention on the use of public photo collections to
get information about the geometry of the scene. After the
promising results of [24], where a sparse geometry of the
scene and the cameras is recovered, other works have ex-
plored different aspects. Haber et al. [10] have developed
an approach to recover reflectance properties and illumina-
tion using a wavelet framework. In this work, authors as-
sume that images extracted from photo collections can be
photometrically corrected by mapping with a gamma curve.
It has been widely proven that camera response functions of
digital cameras are often more complex function.

There exist different approaches for radiometric cam-
era calibration. Two categories can be distinguished: ac-
tive and passive methods. The active recovery of CRF’s
gathers all the methods that require physical presence dur-
ing the acquisition process. Common approaches include
using either specific calibration objects (color charts such
as the popular GretagMacbeth ColorChecker, see http:
//www.xrite.com) [3, 11] or images acquired by a
static camera but with varying exposure times [4, 18]. Nat-
urally, these approaches are not applicable if the goal is the

radiometric calibration of images in a community image
collection. A second category includes approaches where
the physical presence on the scene is not necessary. This
kind of algorithm seeks image characteristics that reflect
the non-linearity produced by the camera response func-
tion. Low level representations as edges in regions where
color changes drastically [14], [15] or geometric invariants
[19] allow to extrapolate an estimation of the CRF. Other
artifacts common in digital images as noise [25] can also be
used to estimate the radiometric response of a camera. In
[13], Kuthirummal et al. found priors for statistics on large
photo collections. These priors allow them to estimate the
response functions of generic camera models, assuming that
all instances of one camera model have the same properties
and that many images taken by the camera to be calibrated,
are available. Personalized devices, e.g., cameras with in-
terchangeable lenses, can not be modeled using this method.

Most of the methods above mentioned uses the empiri-
cal model proposed by Grossberg and Nayar [9], based on
the principal component analysis mentioned in section 1.
Recently, a different camera model is proposed in [2]. In
this work authors propose to model the CRF as the product
of a white-balance transform matrix and a polynomial of
fifth degree. This approach provides a model using mixed
color information but increases the number of parameters
for the CRF model (24-parameter according the authors).
The space of possible CRFs spanned is dramatically large,
and there is no guarantee that the estimated CRF correspond
to a real one.

Luong et al. [16] use, like our approach, a 3D model of
the imaged scene, to perform radiometric calibration and il-
lumination estimation. However, they used a linear model
for the CRF’s and required that several images be taken with
the same camera, in controlled conditions. In the case of im-
ages downloaded from the Internet, a linear model for the
CRF’s is not accurate and acquisition conditions are com-
pletely uncontrolled.

In our work, we estimate non-linear CRF’s from images
acquired in uncontrolled conditions; further, it is not re-
quired that more than one image be available per camera.
As explained in the introduction, radiometric calibration is
ill-posed in this case. The priors we use concern the re-
flectance properties of the scene (Lambertian), the illumina-
tion (combination of a directional light source and ambient
lighting), and the CRF’s to be calibrated.

3. Problem statement

As explained above, the goal of the methods presented in
this paper is the radiometric calibration of images in an un-
structured image collection of the same scene. Concretely,
we estimate one non-linear camera response function (CRF)
per image and channel, as well as lighting conditions (also
per image and channel), consisting of a directional light

http://www.xrite.com
http://www.xrite.com


source and ambient lighting relative to the wavelength of
the considered channel. (Direction of the light source is the
same for all channels, but its “strength” can vary, as well
as the ambient term). The case where it is known that two
images have the same CRF and/or the same lighting condi-
tions, is a straightforward extension.

Input. The only primary input are the images themselves
and the priors we use (see below). As a pre-processing for
our methods, we first obtain the geometric calibration of
all images and a 3D scene model. Geometric calibration
is performed using the BUNDLER software by Snavely et

al. [24] and the 3D model is computed using the PMVS
software by Furukawa et al. [7]. As 3D model, we use a
collection of surface elements (3D points plus normals) –
meshes or other dense models could be used in the same
manner. It is necessary to handle visibility of the surface
elements; this is also estimated by the PMVS software. The
complete input to our methods are thus a set of M images
and their geometric calibration, as well as a collection of
surface elements and information on their visibility in the
images.

Image formation. The image formation model we use
consists of the assumption of Lambertian reflectance of the
surface elements and an illumination consisting of one di-
rectional light source and ambient lighting. The irradiance
E of a surface element j under the lighting conditions of
image i is thus expressed by:

Eij = ρj(n
T
j li + µi) , (1)

where,

li =
�
βi cos θi cosφi βi sin θi cosφi βi sinφi

�T
,

corresponds to the direction (θi,φi) and strength (βi) of
the directional source light for image i expressed in global
spherical coordinates (not a unit vector), ρj is the albedo
of that surface element, nj its normal (a unit vector) and
µi is an ambient lighting term. Following the notations
by Luong et al. [16], we can express equation (1) using
a dot product of the vectors Li =

�
li µi

�T and Nj =
�
nj1 nj2 nj3 1

�T . Then, the brightness value of a sur-
face element j, observed in image i with CRF fi, is given
by:

Bij = fi(ρjN
T
j Li) , (2)

where βi, ρj , µi and fi are defined by channel.

Prior on CRF’s. Grossberg and Nayar [9] have found that
CRF’s belonging to real world cameras lie in a small part
of a theoretical function space that can be modeled using
a small empirical basis. This result allows to express the

CRF’s in terms of few parameters, three seeming to be suf-
ficient [9]. This claim relies on two important assumptions:
the response function f is the same for all the pixels that
belong to a particular image and the function is monotonic.
The latter is plausible in practice whereas the former may
have to be addressed in future work, in order to handle po-
tential residual vignetting effects in images. Additionally,
we assume that the spectral sensitivity has similar ranges
for all cameras.

Using Grossberg and Nayar’s results, the relation be-
tween image brightness B and irradiance E can be ex-
pressed as a linear combination of an average CRF h0 and
principal components hn:

fi(E) = h0(E) +
N�

n=1

winhn(E) . (3)

The average CRF and the principal components can for
example be represented as lookup tables or polynomials fit-
ted to these. Without loss of generality, we use the latter in
our work. The main difference between the two represen-
tations is that in order to impose monotonicity on the esti-
mated CRF’s fi, fewer inequality constraints are required
in the case of polynomials, compared to lookup tables. Be-
sides this issue, the formulas underlying our methods would
be strictly analogous in the case of lookup tables.

The basis CRF’s are thus represented as polynomials of
degree D:

hn(E) =
D�

d=0

cndE
d . (4)

Note that according to [9], the hn are expressed relative
to normalized brightness and irradiance values, such that
cn0 = 0 and

�
cnd = 0 for all n = 1 · · ·N . The degree of

the polynomials was chosen for an adequate representation
of the curves that form the basis, which was obtained with
D = 9. These polynomials are known; what is unknown is
the coefficients win of their linear combination (3).

Complete problem formulation. For a given channel,
the unknowns are Θ = {Li, ρj , win}, with one set of illu-
mination coefficients Li per image (the unknowns βi and µi

composing the vector Li are computed per image channel,
while the direction of the light source, θi and φi, is shared
by all the image’s channels), one albedo ρj per 3D point and
one set of CRF coefficients win per image. With the above
models, the predicted brightness values, given estimates of
the unknowns, are:

B̂ij = fi(ρjN
T
j Li)

= h0(ρjN
T
j Li) +

N�

n=1

winhn(ρjN
T
j Li) . (5)



We aim at estimating the unknowns by minimizing the dif-
ference between observed and predicted brightness values:

argmin
Θ

M�

i=1

J�

j=1

(Bij − vijB̂ij)
2 . (6)

The scalars vij are booleans, a value of 1 indicating that
surface element j is visible in image i, otherwise the value
being 0. Note that the unknowns can not be estimated with-
out ambiguity: albedos ρj and lighting coefficients Li can
only be estimated up to one global scale factor. In addition
to the cost function (6), we may also impose constraints,
such as on the monotonicity of the estimated CRF’s.

4. Proposed Solutions

The problem stated in equation (6) is of the non-linear
least squares type. The full non-linear optimization is de-
scribed in section 4.3. In the following sections, we propose
linear least squares solutions for a modified cost function,
which may be used to initialize the non-linear optimization.
We first address the minimal case of two images, showing
that this is in theory already sufficient to solve the problem.
This is then generalized to multiples images.

4.1. Two Images

To turn our problem into a linear one, we consider the
inverse CRF’s: gi(B) = f−1

i (E). According to Grossberg
and Nayar [8], the inverse CRF’s can also be represented as
a sum of principal components of the form (3):

gi(B) = p0(B) +
N�

n=1

xinpn(B) . (7)

We will estimate the coefficients xin defining the inverse
CRF’s, after which the direct CRF’s can be estimated by
fitting to sample values, see below.

From equation (2), we have:

ρj =
gi(Bij)

NT
j Li

. (8)

If surface element j is visible in both images, then we
have:

g1(B1j)

NT
j L1

=
g2(B2j)

NT
j L2

. (9)

Thus:

g1(B1j)N
T
j L2 = g2(B2j)N

T
j L1 .

In full detail:

�
p0(B1j)N

T
j

�
L2 +

N�

n=1

�
pn(B1j)N

T
j

�
(x1nL2) =

�
p0(B2j)N

T
j

�
L1 +

N�

n=1

�
pn(B2j)N

T
j

�
(x2nL1) , (10)

where we grouped known and unknown entities respec-
tively. This equation is linear in the following unknowns:
L1,L2, x1nL2, x2nL1, for n = 1 · · ·N . Let qnij =
pn(Bij)Nj . Then, if we consider J surface elements, the
associated equations (10) can be grouped together in the fol-
lowing matrix equation:





qT
021 · · · qT

02J

qT
121 · · · qT

12J

...
. . .

...

qT
N21 · · · qT

N2J

−qT
011 · · · −qT

01J

−qT
111 · · · −qT

11J

−qT
N11 · · · −qT

N1J





T





L1

x21L1
...

x2NL1

L2

x11L2
...

x1NL2





= 0 . (11)

This is a linear homogeneous equation system in 8(N + 1)
unknowns (as a reminder, N is the number of principal
components in the prior on CRF’s, in our work it is equal
to 3). It can be solved to least squares using e.g. a singular
value decomposition of the design matrix. The unknowns
are, as explained above, estimated up to scale only. In order
for the solution to be unique (up to scale), the normals of the
available surface elements need to be sufficiently diverse;
for example, if all normals are identical, i.e. if the scene is
planar, then the equation system is underconstrained. Also,
the observed brightness values need to be sufficiently di-
verse. It may be possible to establish necessary conditions
for the well-posedness of the problem, but this is left for
future work.

Once the equation system is solved, the individual un-
knowns are estimated as follows. The lighting coefficients
Li are directly given (up to scale) by the solution of the sys-
tem. The CRF coefficients xin can be easily computed: let
Xin be the estimated solution of xinL3−i (i = 1, 2). Then,
the least squares solution of xin is

xin =
LT
3−iXin

LT
3−iL3−i

.

Note that although the Li are estimated up to scale only,
there is no scale ambiguity on the CRF coefficients xin. Fi-
nally, the albedos ρj can be estimated using equation (8),
e.g. by averaging the estimates coming from the two im-
ages.



4.2. Multiple Images

If M images are considered, a linear solution of all un-
knowns is possible by simply stacking equations (11) for
all pairs of images on top of each other, giving a large but
highly sparse equation system. In the most general case,
where all pairs of images have visible scene elements in
common, there are a total of 4M(1+N(M−1)) unknowns
Li and xinLi. If all J surface elements are visible in all im-
ages, then there are JM(M −1)/2 equations. A number of
J ≥ 8(N +1) surface elements is in general sufficient for a
unique solution up to scale (a tighter bound on J is possible
but complicated).

This approach becomes intractable if M becomes of the
order of several hundreds or larger. In that case, we only use
equations linking one reference image with all other images.

4.3. Non-linear Optimization

The above linear methods are efficient (in the case of
many images only if not all equations are used, however).
In the presence of noise they are suboptimal, since the
cost function that is minimized (the norm of the expression
in equation (11)) is algebraic and since the estimated un-
knowns constitute a redundant parameterization of the ac-
tual unknowns of the problem. An optimal solution thus
requires the full non-linear optimization of the meaningful
cost function (6) (the function gives the maximum likeli-
hood estimate if observed brightness values are affected by
i.i.d. Gaussian noise).

The Jacobian and gradient of the least squares problem
(6) are trivial to compute analytically (not given due to lack
of space) and the Jacobian is highly sparse. Since plausible
CRF’s are monotonic, we also impose inequality constraints
on the CRF coefficients, as follows: for 1024 equidistant ir-
radiance values between 0 and 1, we enforce that the CRF
is larger for each sampled irradiance value than for the next
smaller one. Depending on the use or not of these con-
straints, we use either the fmincon or the lsqnonlin
optimization functions of MATLAB, which make full use of
the sparsity of the Jacobian.

In our experiments, we used different methods to ini-
tialize the unknowns. Besides using the linear method of
the previous section, we also initialized the CRF’s as linear
functions fi(E) = E or as the average CRF of Grossberg
and Nayar’s analysis: fi = h0.

If the linear method of the previous section is used for
initialization, we first have to estimate the coefficients of the
direct CRF’s, from those of the estimated inverse CRF’s.
To do so, we simply generate sample pairs of brightness
and irradiance values from the computed inverse CRF’s gi,
for a dense equidistant sampling of the range of brightness
values. For each image, we then fit a direct CRF to these
samples, by estimating the coefficients win of (3).

Noise (St. Dev. [%]) 0.001 0.01 0.1 1
RMS Error inverse CRF 0.032 0.040 0.044 0.043
RMS Error for albedo 0.073 0.098 0.112 0.138

Table 1. Median RMS error for 50 synthesized images

5. Experiments

To evaluate the accuracy of the model proposed in the
previous section, we ran experiments on synthesized data
and real images. For the second case, we created a database
simulating conditions of images found in Internet collec-
tions. Also, we tested the algorithm on a set of images
downloaded from the image repository Flickr2.

5.1. Synthetic data

We generated a set of 250,000 “virtual” 3D points using
a large range of albedos and normals. Each surface element
is composed of the position of the 3D point plus its nor-
mal. 50 images (500x500 pixels) were produced. For each
image, surface elements were exposed to different illumi-
nations, i.e. different directional light sources and ambient
lighting of different “strengths”. To produce the respective
brightness values, a randomly selected CRF was used for
every image. They were selected among CRF’s following
equation (3), fitted to the data of 201 real CRF’s, collected
in [8]. Without noise, the recovered CRF’s were identical to
the original functions, confirming the validity of our meth-
ods. We then added Gaussian noise to the generated bright-
ness values, with standard deviations between 0.001 and 1
percent and a mean value of 1 percent of the range of bright-
ness values. We ran 50 trials for each noise level. Figure 2
shows estimated and original inverse CRF’s for 6 of the 50
cameras in a typical trial. The linear approach performs rel-
atively poorly. The non-linear optimization however, even
when initialized from the solution of the linear approach,
leads to good results. A quantitative assessment is presented
in table 1, for a varying noise level. The quality of an es-
timated CRF is measured by computing the following root
mean square error (RMS) between the true and estimated in-

verse CRF:
�

1
K

�K
k=1

�
f(Ek)− f̂(Ek)

�2
where the Ek

are taken as the K = 1024 equidistant values between 0
and 1.

5.2. Real images

Manufacturers rarely provide technical information
about the behavior of the intensities captured and how they
are related to the irradiances of the scene. Moreover, fol-
lowing our definition of CRF (a camera-scene dependent
function), it also includes changes induced by the environ-
ment, the optics, the camera set-up (white balance, exposure

2www.flicker.com
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Figure 2. Six estimated inverse CRF’s using 50 synthesized images perturbed by Gaussian noise of standard deviation 0.01 and mean 0.1
(c.f . text). The initialization for the non-linear algorithm is given by the method of section 4.2. Non-linear estimation was taking into
account monotonicity constraints on the CRF’s.

value, etc.), and internal processing of the data. As a conse-
quence, a ground truth to test our algorithms is not readily
available. Approximations to the ground truth can be ob-
tained using samples of a color calibration chart, however
controversy and discussion around the right RGB values for
the chart’s patches have been raised (see [20]). Also, in or-
der to get the correct values in the desired color space, a
specified illuminant should be established. In our case, we
use the GretagMacbeth ColorChecker and the CIE L∗a∗b∗

values provided by the manufacturer transformed to an
sRGB space using the white balance point stored in the
EXIF information of the cameras, when available, other-
wise we use the illuminant D65.

To validate our algorithm using real world conditions we
compiled two databases and ran several other methods for
comparison. One database was gathered from an Internet
photo collection; a second one was built by images acquired
by us in order to allow for a comparison to a ground truth.
As for the latter database, we took 113 photos of an outdoor
scene with a set of 5 different cameras and changing illu-
mination conditions (to see some samples of these images
we invite the reader to explore the supplemental material).
These images were taken using an automatic setup for the
cameras (white balance, aperture, exposition time, etc.). At
the same time, for some particular positions, we also took
multiple images with different exposures, without moving
the camera. In those cases, just some seconds after the
shots, the GretagMacbeth ColorChecker was also included
in the scene, keeping, when possible, the camera settings
locked between the original shot and the image containing
the color chart. We are aware that the inclusion of the color
chart could change camera parameters when shooting in au-
tomatic mode (e.g. white balance) then, when possible we

change the mode to manual and we use the settings deter-
mined at the initial shoot.

The 24 samples extracted from the ColorChecker were
interpolated using the technique reported in [8]. These re-
sults are then considered as our ground truth for the first
experiment. Using the multiple exposures images, we are
also able to compute the estimated CRF using the HDR-

Shop software [4] and the multiple exposures method de-
scribed by Grossberg [8]. CRF estimation using our own
implementation (with help by the authors) of Lin’s et al. al-
gorithm [14] is also calculated. We ran our algorithm on a
set of 21,021 surface elements given by the 3D reconstruc-
tion process. Results for 6 image-camera pairs are shown in
figure 3. Our estimation lies most of the time very close to
the curve fitted to the color checker samples. Lin’s method
also exhibits good results, however best results are not al-
ways obtained with the recommended value of 10−4 for
the involved regularization parameter λ [14], see e.g. the
lower right graph of figure 3. The upper right graph shows
an example where Lin et al.’s approach gives a result rela-
tively far from the ground truth. Multiple exposure methods
present irregular curves in some estimations. This can be
explained because it is almost impossible to get perfectly
aligned images when shooting outdoor scenes, even if the
time between each shot is shorter than one second. Shad-
ows, reflections and other artifacts can change rapidly, and
success of these methods depends on perfect pixel align-
ment.

We tested the algorithm using a second database com-
posed of 958 images harvested from the Internet. Once we
reconstructed the 3D model of the scene, 21,612 surface el-
ements were available. We extracted a random selection of
103 cameras and ran our algorithm (we do not use all im-
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Figure 3. Estimated inverse CRF’s found with the algorithm described in section 4.3 and compared to: Measured inverse CRF’s with
the color checker samples interpolated. Lin’s et al. algorithm using two different values for parameter λ = {10−1, 10−4} (c.f . [14]).
HDRShop results [4]. Grossberg’s et al. multiple exposures approach [8]. Constraints in the monotonicity of the estimated CRF’s are
imposed.

RMS error/Database Channel R Channel G Channel B
1. Own database 0.0431 0.0528 0.0463
2. Internet Database 0.0627 0.0716 0.0679

Table 2. Average RMS error for the two databases described in
section 5.2. RMS error is calculated relative to Lin’s estimation
(with fixed parameter λ) in both cases.

ages in order to reduce processing time and complexity).
Because in this case it is impossible to collect samples us-
ing a color calibration chart neither to obtain multiple expo-
sures with a static camera, we can only compare our results
with the estimations computed by Lin’s algorithm. In fig-
ure 4, six recovered inverse CRF’s are shown. Despite the
dependence of Lin’s method to the aforementioned regular-
ization term, this approach has been to date one of the most
reliable methods for estimating the CRF of single images.
Our proposed solution is very close in most of the cases
to the results of Lin’s algorithm. We are also aware that
Lin’s method could present problems when it handles pre-
processed images (the non-linearity of the CRF is altered
along edges in this case).

6. Discussion and conclusions

We have presented an approach to recover the camera re-
sponse functions of a set of images in a photo collection, ac-
quired with different cameras. The approach exploits a 3D
model generated using available methods and a powerful

empirical prior on CRF’s, without which the problem would
be ill-posed. Compared to other methods, our approach
does not require multiple aligned images with the same CRF
or the same lighting conditions. Our method is motivated as
a first step in the pipeline of recovering surface properties
and illumination conditions from multiple images and, in
this context it can not be fairly compared with methods for
single image CRF recovering [14, 15, 17, 26, 12, 25] (even
so, results are as good as those estimated by these algo-
rithms). Moreover, our method estimates all the CRFs for
a group of images at the same time, in an automatic way,
while, according to our experience, single image methods
require most of the time some supervision or a manual tun-
ing of the parameters, dependent on the input image. For
the case of image collections obtaining the CRF with these
methods could be an extremely slow and tedious task. In
this context, our results are promising.

Limitations of our approach are as follows. The il-
lumination model, consisting of a single directional light
source and ambient lighting, is certainly not entirely real-
istic. More general models can in principle be used, e.g.
ones based on spherical harmonics [1, 21], but it remains
to be seen if their estimation is well-posed. Finally, empiri-
cal priors on outdoor lighting conditions seem to be a good
alternative. This “spherical harmonics” framework opens
the door to the formulation of priors based on complexes
BRDFs as illustrated in [22]. The empirical camera model
proposed by Grossberg provides a good approximation to
CRF’s of cameras, where there is no evidence that different
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Figure 4. Estimated Inverse CRF’s using our algorithm on a 3D
model reconstructed from Internet images. Results of our own
implementation of Lin’s et al. [14] work are also shown.

color channels’ CRF’s are correlated. However, the joint
estimation of CRFs over all channels generates consistent
CRFs. Color information could be used in the future, adding
a camera sensitivity factor in order to model the influence of
the light wavelength. Another limitation is the assumption
of Lambertian reflectance, although this is relatively easy
to circumvent by using a robust weighting function in the
non-linear optimization and having recourse to iteratively
reweighted least squares optimization for example. We cur-
rently do not handle shadows associated with the directional
light source. This could also be taken care of to some de-
gree by a robust weighting function. One may also handle
shadows explicitly since from the known scene geometry
and the current estimate of the light source, shadows can
be predicted and used to correctly predict brightness values.
However, the resulting cost function would become discon-
tinuous and harder to optimize. An alternative would be to
directly detect shadows in the image with dedicated meth-
ods such as [5] and use the result as input to our methods.
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